Abstract. In [22, 23] we showed that any analytically integrable vector field admits a local analytic Poincaré-Birkhoff normalization in the neighborhood of a singular point. The aim of this paper is to extend this normalization result to the case when the vector field is only integrable in the sense of Darboux: the first integrals are of Darboux type and not necessarily analytic, and the commuting vector fields are meromorphic.
Introduction
First let us very briefly recall the theory of local normalization of analytic vector fields (see, e.g., [4, 12, 14] ) from our point of view [22, 23] .
Consider a local analytic or formal vector field X on (K n , 0), where K is R or C. Then X may be viewed as a linear operator f → X(f ) on the space of formal functions on (K n , 0). Similarly to the Jordan decomposition of every finite-dimensional square matrix into the sum of its semisimple part and its nilpotent part, X also admits a unique deomposition (1.1) X = X S + X N into the sum of its semisimple part X S and its nilpotent part X N . Here X S and X N are formal vector fields, both of them commute with X and with each other, and X S is diagonalizable in a (complexified if K = R) formal coordinate system (x 1 , . . . , x n ):
i.e. X S (x i ) = λ i x i , and X S ( i x
i for the other monomial functions in this coordinate system. If we write the Taylor expansion of X in this coordinate system (x 1 , . . . , x n ) as
where X s and X n are the semisimple part and the nilpotent part of the linear vector field X
(1) = X s + X n in its Jordan decomposition, and X (k) is the term of degree k of X, then we have that X S = X s and X N = X n + X (2) + X (3) + . . .. The equation [X S , X N ] = 0 means that [X s , X (k) ] = 0 for every k ≥ 2, i.e. all the non-linear terms of X in the coordinate system (x 1 , . . . , x n ) are resonant with respect to the semisimple part of X. The above coordinate system (x 1 , . . . , x n ), in which every non-linear term of X is resonant, is called a Poincaré-Birkhoff normalization of X, and the expression of X in such a coordinate system is called a Poincaré-Birkhoff normal form of X.
(Poincaré-Dulac in the general case, and Birkhoff in the case when X is Hamiltonian and the coordinate system (x 1 , . . . , x n ) is required to be a canonical coordinate system with respect to the symplectic form). It is a relatively simple classical result that a Poincaré-Birkhoff normalization of a formal or local analytic vector field X always exists, but is only formal in general, even when X is analytic [4, 12, 14] .
The problem of existence of local analytic normalization of vector fields is much more difficult. Basically, there two approaches to this problem (which can be combined sometimes): the analytic approach, which deals with small denominator phenomena, using analytic estimates and fast convergence methods and Diophantine conditions, with important results due to Poincaré, Siegel, Bruno and other people, see [4, 12] . The second approach is more geometric, where one tries to use symmetries and first integrals to arrive at the existence of a local analytic normalization. There are several works in this second approach, including Bambusi-Cicogna-Gaeta-Marmo [2] , Bruno, Cicogna and Walcher [5, 6] , and Stolovitch [15, 16] , which are somehow still quite analytical.
In [22, 23] we developed a new geometric approach to the problem of normalization, based on torus actions. Our starting point is the following observation: the semisimple part X S of X can be written as
where γ 1 , . . . , γ τ are incommensurable complex numbers, Z 1 , . . . , Z τ are (formal) linearly independent vector fields which generate a torus T τ -action (in the complexified space if X is real). In a normalizing coordinate system, where X S is diagonalized, the vector fields Z i are also diagonal, with coefficients which are integer multiples of √ −1. This torus action is intrinsic, i.e. uniquely determined by X up to automorphisms of the torus, and is called the intrinsic associated torus action of X, and the number τ is called the toric degree of X at 0. The linearization of this intrinsic torus action is equivalent to the normalization of X, and so X admits a local analytic normalization if and only is this intrinsic associated torus action is analytic. We then used geometric approximation methods to show the existence of these analytic associated torus actions, which leads to the existence of analytic normalizations for analytically integrable vector fields [22, 23] , without any additional assumption. This is a significant improvement over previous results of Russmann [13] , Vey [17, 18] , Ito [7, 8] , Kappeler-Kodama-Nemethi [9] , among others.
The results of [22, 23] are valid for all analytically integrable vector fields. However, there are many other vector fields, which behave very nicely and which admit a local analytic normalization, but which are not analytically integrable. For example, take
, where a i > 0 are positive numbers.
According to Poincare, any analytic nonlinear perturbation of this vector field will admit an analytic normalization, even though it does not admit any analytic first integral. Of particular interest is the class of Darboux-integrable vector fields, which are integrable in the non-Hamiltonian sense (see [3, 23] ), but with Darboux-type instead of analytic first integrals (see below for precise definitions), and which has been the subject of study of many authors, see the book by Zhang [21] and references therein. The aim of this paper is to complete the work done in [22, 23] by showing that any local Darboux-integrable analytic vector field also admits a local analytic Poincaré-Birkhoff normalization. More precisely, we have the following definitions and theorem: Definition 1.1. (see, e.g. [21] ). Let X be a local analytic or formal vector field on (K n , 0), where K is R or C. A local analytic (resp., formal) function G is called an analytic (resp., formal) semi-invariant of X if X(F ) = λ.F , where λ is a local analytic (resp., formal) function. A (multi-valued) local (resp., formal) Darboux-type function on (K n , 0) is a function of the type F = s j=1 G c j j , where the G j are local analytic (resp., formal) functions on (C n , 0) and the c j are complex numbers. A local (resp., formal) Darboux first integral of X is a local (resp., formal) Darboux-type function F such that X(F ) = 0. i) There is a natural number p, 1 ≤ p ≤ n and p local rational pairwise commuting linearly independent vector fields X 1 = X, X 2 , . . . , X p (the word "rational" means that their coefficients are quotients of analytic functions):
ii) There exist q = n − p functionally independent Darboux-type common first integrals F 1 , . . . , F q for the rational vector fields X 1 , . . . , X p , i.e. X i (F j ) = 0 ∀ i, j. Theorem 1.3. Any local analytic vector field X on (K n , 0), where K = R or C, with X(0) = 0, which is Darboux-integrable, admits a local analytic Poincaré-Birkhoff normalization near 0.
The proof of Theorem 1.3 is based on the geometric approach of [22, 23] , and the results about Darboux first integrals, which the author learned by reading the book of Zhang [21] . In particular, we will use a key technical lemma due to Walcher [20] about semi-invariants of vector fields (see Lemma 2.1).
This paper is a continuation of my two previous papers [22, 23] , and so the reader is strongly advised to learn about the main results and ideas o of [22, 23] before reading the rest of this paper.
In view of Theorem 1.3, we have the following conjecture: the main theorem of Morales-Ramis-Simo on Galoisian obstructions to integrability of meromorphic Hamiltonian systems [11] , and its extension to the non-Hamiltonian case [1] , are also valid for the case of Darboux-integrable systems.
Another related interesting open question, posed to me by Emmanuel Paul, is: can Theorem 1.3 be used to give a geometric proof for analytic normalization results involving Diophantine conditions a la Siegel-Bruno?
2. Conservation of Darboux-type first integrals and rational commuting vector fields w.r.t. the associated torus action
In [24, 25, 26] we presented a new kind of conservation laws, which says that "anything" preserved by a dynamical system is also preserved by its natural associated torus actions, and showed various concrete results belonging to this law (for invariant tensor fields, Dirac structures, differential operators, etc.). The following lemma about Darboux-type first integrals and rational infinitesimal symmetries, which will be very important for our dealing with Daroux-integrable systems, and which has been at least partially known to Walcher [20] , Zhang [21] and some other people, is also an instance of this conservation law.
Then there is a formal power series β such that
where τ is the toric degree of X and Z 1 , . . . , Z τ are the generators of its intrinsic associated torus action then for every i = 1, . . . , τ we also have
i be a formal Darboux-type first integral of X, i.e. X(P ) = 0, where c i are complex numbers and G i are irreducible formal functions. Then P is also a formal Darboux-type first integral of X s , i.e., X s (P ) = 0. iv) Moreover, for every i = 1, . . . , τ we also have Z i (P ) = 0 (where Z 1 , . . . , Z τ are the generators of the intrinsic associated torus action as in Assertion ii) of the lemma).
v) If Y is a formal rational vector field such that [X, Y ] = 0 then we also have
Proof. i) Since this lemma is very important for us, let us here recall its proof given by Walcher [20] . The semi-invariance of F with respect to X is equivalent to (2.1)
for all j ≥ 0. Note that X s (λ (0) ) = 0. Now assume that X s (λ (j) ) = 0 for all j < k, and let
Due to the semi-simplicity of X s , one can choose β k such that X s (λ (k) + X s (β k )) = 0. Thus, the first assertion is proved by induction on k: β can be constructed in the form of an infinite product ∞ k=1 (1 + β k ), where each β k is homogeneous of degree k. (Such an infinite product converges in the space of formal power series). Finally, from X s (λ * ) = 0 one deduces that X s (F * ) = λ (0) .F * , again by induction and by the semi-simplicity of X s . ii) For any formal power series H, the fact that X s (H) = λH for some number α automatically implies that fact that Z i (H) = λ i .H for every i = 1, . . . , d and for appropriate numbers λ i . This can be seen directly by looking at the Taylor expansion of
term by term in a coordinate system which diagonalizes the Z i . Note that τ i=1 γ i λ i = λ, which determines the values of λ i uniquely from the value of λ, due to the incommensurability of the numbers γ 1 , . . . , γ τ .
iii) The condition that X(P ) = 0 can be rewritten as
It then follows from the irreducibility of the
is a formal power series. In particular, we have Using Assertion i) of this lemma, we can multiply each G i by some invertible formal power series β i such that the new functions
On the other hand, X(P * ) = X(βP ) = X(β)P + βX(P ) = X(β)P , hence Λ * = X(β). Therefore the condition X s (Λ * ) = 0 means that X s (X(β)) = 0, which implies that X s (β) = 0 because X s is the semisimple part of X. On the other hand, we have that
Since both β and P * are preserved by X s , the quotient P = P * /β is also preserved by X s , i.e. we have X s (P ) = 0. iv) The proof of Assertion iv) is absolutely similar to the proof of Assertion iii), but uses Assertion ii) instead of Assertion i). Remark that, for each i = 1, . . . , τ , we also have that the G j are semi-invariants of Z i , Z i (G j ) = λ ij G j , and 
, which implies that X(F ) is divisible by F , i.e. F is a semi-invariant of X. Invoking Assertion ii) of this lemma and multiplying F by an invertible function if necessary, we may assume that X(F ) = λ.F such that Z i (λ) = 0 and Z i (F ) = λ i .F for all i = 1, . . . , τ , where λ is a function which is invariant with respect to the associated torus action, and λ 1 , . . . , λ τ are constants such that
By looking at the Taylor expansion of this equation in a coordinate system which diagonalizes the Z i , degree by degree, one obtains by induction that
τ ). For example, with
, at the lowest degree we have
which implies that Y ′(r) must be an eigenvector with respect to the Lie bracket operator [X s , .] with eigenvalue λ (0) , and hence it must also be an eigenvector of the operator [Z i , .] with eigenvalue λ i for each i = 1, . . . , τ . At the next degree we have 
for every i). Similarly for the higher degrees. The equalities [Z
Y is preserved by the intrinsic associated torus action. Assertion v) is proved.
Proof of Theorem 1.3
Let X be a Darboux-integrable analytic vector field on (K n , 0) with X(0) = 0. According to [22, 23] , in order to show the existence of a local analytic normalization, we only need to show that the intrinsic associated of X near 0 is locally analytic. Moreover, without loss of generality, we can assume that K = C, because the real case can be reduced to the complex case via a complexification.
By the classical method of step-by-step normalization (i.e., step-by-step elimination of non-resonant terms by consecutive changes of coordinates), there is an infinite sequence of local analytic coordinates systems (x 1,m , . . . , x n,m ) (m ∈ N) on (C n , 0) with the following properties:
Here . denotes a norm on (C n , 0), or on some other finite-dimensional vector spaces later on. (It doesn't matter which norm, because all the norms will be equivalent). The formal limit of these coordinate systems when m goes to infinity is a normal normalization of X.
ii) The vector field X has the following Taylor expansion in the coordinate system (x 1,m , . . . , x n,m ) is
e. it does not contain terms of order less than or equal to m.
iii) X (s) m tends to the semisimple part X S of X in the formal category when m tends to infinity.
iv) For each m ∈ N we have
where τ is the toric degree of X at 0, each vector field Z i,m is a diagonal linear vector field in the coordinate system (x 1,m , . . . , x n,m ),
Here γ 1 , . . . , γ τ are incommensurable complex numbers which do not depend on m, and the numbers ρ ij ∈ Z are integers which do not depend on m. v) For each m ∈ N, the vector fields Z 1,m , . . . , Z τ,m are the generators of a local analytic effective torus T τ -action on (C n , 0) which preserves X up to order m. vi) Z i,m tends to Z i (i = 1, . . . , τ ) formally when m tends to infinity. More precisely, the order of Z i − Z i,m (i.e. the lowest degree of its non-zero terms) is at least m + 1 for every m (where Z 1 , . . . , Z τ are the generators of the intrinsic associated formal torus T τ -action and
. . , q) the common Darboux-type first integrals of the commuting rational vector fields X 1 = X, X 2 , . . . , X p (p + q = n) given by the Darboux integrability condition of X. Here G ij are local analytic functions and c ij are complex numbers. For each i = 2, . . . , p denote by H i a nontrivial local analytic function such that H i X i is a local analytic vector field. Denote by S the union of the local analytic sets {G ij (x) = 0},{H i (x) = 0}, {dF 1 ∧ . . . ∧ dF q (x) = 0} and {X 1 ∧ . . . ∧ X p (x) = 0} in (C n , 0), i,e, the set of all possible singular points of our system. A priori, S is an analytic subset of (C n , 0) of codimension at least 1, and we will call it the singular set of the system.
Denote by d(z, S) the distance from a point z in (C n , 0) to S (with respect to our chosen norm on (C n , 0)). By Lojasiewicz-type inequalities (see, e.g., [10] ): there exist a natural number D and a positive number δ > 0 such that for any object A on (C n , 0) from a finite family of objects which are holomorphic or rational functions or tensor fields that we will use in this paper (for example, our rational vector fields X i and the log-derivatives X i (F j )/F j of our Darboux-type first integrals belong to this family), which have their zeros and poles in S we have
for any z ∈ (C n , 0) with z < δ.
Recall from [22, 23] that a subset H of (C n , 0) which contains S is called a sharphorn neighborhood of S if it is getting "arbitrarily sharp near 0", or more precisely, we have:
In [22] we have proved the following holomorphic extension lemma:
. Let H be a sharp-horn neighborhood of an analytic subset S of positive codimension in (C n , 0), and denote by U the complement of H in (C n , 0). Then any bounded holomorphic function on c admits a holomorphic extension in a neighborhood of 0 in C n .
Using the above lemma, the strategy for proving the existence of an analytic normalization is to construct a torus T d -action on U (i.e. outside a sharp horn) which preserves the system, whose generators have bounded holomorphic coefficients on U. Then, by Lemma 3.1, these generators can be holomorphically extended to become holomorphic vector fields in a neighborhood of 0 in C n , Since they generate a torus action in U, by this extension they also generate a torus T d -action in a neighborhood of 0 in C n , which preserves the system. Due to dimension consideration, this torus action is nothing but the intrinsic associated torus action of the system, and so the intrinsic associated torus action is locally analytic and we are done.
To construct a torus T d action outside of a sharp horn neighborhood of the singular set S, which preserves the system, we will proceed along the lines of [22, 23] . We will make use of the following lemma: Lemma 3.2. For any increasing map ν : N → N, there exists an increasing map µ : N → N and a decreasing infinite sequence of positive numbers (ε m ) m∈N , such that the following inequalities about the "near-invariance" with respect to the vector fields Z i,m are satisfied: For any i = 1, . . . , τ , any j = 1, . . . , p, any m ∈ N, any µ ≥ µ(m), any k = 1, . . . , q, and any point z ∈ C n such that z ≤ ε µ and d(z, S) ≥ z m we have:
Proof. We will prove Inequality (3.6) (for a given couple of indices i, j). The proof of Inequality 3.7 is absolutely similar. Write X j as X j = X ′ j /H j , where X ′ j and H j are local analytic and X ′ j is not divisible by any irreducible factor of H j . According to Lemma 2.1, we have [Z i , X j ] = 0, which means that
Since the order of Z i,µ − Z i is at least µ + 1 for every µ, we have that the order of
is at least µ − 1, and so we may assume that
for every µ and every z < ε µ (provided that ε µ is sufficiently small), which implies that
Applying the Lojasiewicz inequality (3.4) and the inequality d(z, S) ≥ z m , we get
so it suffices to take µ(m) = ν(m)+2+2Dm for the inequality (3.6) to be satisfied.
We will choose an appropriate increasing map ν : N → N and then define our sharp-horn neighborhood of the singular set S as follows: Notice that, the singular set S is invariant with respect to the vector field X, therefore, by arguments similar to the above lemmas, it is also "almost invariant" with respect to the periodic vector fields Z i,µ(m) , and we can choose our norms and other parameters so that
for any z ′ ∈ O µ(m) (z) (and any z lying outside of H that we take). A technical difficulty with Darboux-type first integrals F k (k = 1, , . . . , q) is that a priori they are multi-valued, but we observe that near the orbit O µ(m) (z) they behave like single-valued functions. More precisely, each F k is non-vanishing on O µ(m) (z) (because its zero locus lies in S), and if we look at the analytic continuation of the multivalued function ln F k = s k j=1 c kj ln G kj , then starting from some value C = C(0) = ln F k (z) and going around O µ(m) (z, t) for t going from 0 to 2π by continuous analytic extension of ln F k , C(t) = ln F k (O µ(m) (z, t))we will get back to exactly the same value C(2π) = C(0) = C when t = 2π. Indeed, when t goes from 0 to 2π, the value of each G kj (O µ(m) (z, t)) will go around 0 a number of turns, say b kj ∈ Z turns (counting in the anti-clockwise direction), so the value of ln G kj will change by b kj .2π √ −1, and in total we have C(2π) − C(0) = 2π √ −1
where λ ikj is the formal function in the formula Z i (G kj ) = λ ikj G kj . It follows that √ −1b kj ≈ λ ikj (0), and the difference √ −1b kj − λ ikj (0) can be chosen to be arbitrarily small provided that z is small enough. But b kj is a homotopical invariant which does not depend on the choice of z, so in fact we must have the exact equality √ −1b kj = λ ikj (0). Now, according to Equation ( The rest of the proof of Theorem 1.3 is now absolutely similar to the one given in [23] for the analytic integrability case, and follows the following main steps:
-Since the first integrals are single-valued near O µ(m) (z) and they vary very little on this orbit, we can project this orbit orthogonally to a loop on a invariant submanifold of dimension p and codimension q (on which the first integrals are constant).
-This invariant submanifold admits an affine structure given by the vector fields X 1 , . . . , X p (which are tangent to it, regular and linearly independent everywhere on it). The projection of O µ(m) (z) on this submanifold is a closed loop which is "almost affine" with respect to this affine structure.
-It follows that we can construct a (unique) T 1 -action on this submanifold whose generators is a linear combination of our commuting vector fields X 1 , . . . , X p , and which has an orbit very close to the projection of O µ(m) (z) on the invariant submanifold -Doing the above construction for every i = 1, . . . , τ , we actually get a T p -action which preserves the Darboux first integrals and commute with our vector fields, in a set of the type {z ∈ C n , z ≤ ε µ(m) , d(z, S) > z m }. -Different torus actions constructed above for different numbers m coincide with each other on the intersection of their domains of definition, and together we get a bounded torus action in the complement of a sharp horn neighborhood.
-This torus action admits a holomorphisc extension to a local analytic torus action near 0 in C n , which turns out to be exactly the associated torus action of X. So X is analytically normalizable, and we are done.
See [22, 23] for more details about this last part of the proof.
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